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ABSTRACT. The objective of this study was to
investigate the effect of the saturable reactor on the
reverse recovery process. This was done by PSPICE
(MicroSim Inc.) simulation of an equivalent circuit that
represents the problem on hand including a qualitative
account of all major losses. The simulation results that
were verified by experimental results. point out to the
merit of connecting a bypass resistor in parallel with the
saturable reactor. The simulation methodology developed
in the paper could be helpful in studying other reverse

recovery problems.

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect
of the SR on the reverse recovery process. The aim was
to gain a better understanding of the intricate interaction
between the elements so that a systematic design
procedure can be formulated. This was done by PSPICE
(MicroSim Inc.) simulation of an equivalent circuit that
represents the problem on hand.

I. INTRODUCI10N

Fig.l. Auxiliary-switch assisted soft commuted boost
converter.
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Auxiliary-switch assisted soft switchers were shown to
retain the desirable characteristics of PWM converters
with relatively minor penalty for the soft commutations
gained. The soft switching strategy (Fig.1) proposed in
[1] offers an optimal design of the auxiliary switch
circuitry by decoupling the extra capacitance (Cr1) ,
needed to achieve ZVS at turn off, from the turn on
snubber (Lr and Q2). Consequently, the energy stored in
Cr2 does not funnel into the resonance inductor (Lr),
averting thereby the problem of large peak currents
through the auxiliary switch. A thorough analysis of the
switcher of Fig. 1 [2] shows that this strategy ensures
soft switching of all power devices leaving but one
problem: the reverse recovery of diodes D2 and D3.

The problem arises at the end of the discharge cycle of
Lr (Fig. 2a) due the snapping of the reverse current
through these diodes. This difficulty could be alleviated
by introducing a saturable reactor (SR) in series with Lr
to block the reverse current of the diodes (Fig. 2b).
However, the design of the SR is far from being simple
since it has to accommodate conflicting objectives: low
overall losses, low SR losses (to prevent overheating of
the small device), and fast discharge of the Lr- Ls

assembly;
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Fig.2. An equivalent circuit that represents the residual
reverse recovery problem (a) and its remedy by a
saturable reactor (b).

II. SATURABLE REACTORS AS REVERSE

.RECOVERY SNUBBERS

One way of decreasing diode reverse recovery losses is
by limiting the maximal reverse recovery current To this
end, di/dt of the diode branch must be decreased. This can
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be accomplished by inserting a SR in series with the
diode. The reactor should have a rectangular hysteresis
loop core as shown on Fig. 3. While the diodes conduct
in the forward direction, the SR acts as a short. But once
the current reverses, the relative permeability ~r) of the
core increases to a very large value and thus the SR
exhibits a large inductance. This reduces di/dt, allowing
the junction charge to dissipate before the reverse current
increases to undesired values. However, the present study
reveals that there is a reciprocal relationship between the
decrease of reverse recovery losses EL and the total
recovery time 'trr of the circuit since the SR stretches the
reverse recovery time.(Fig.4 ). The physical reason for
this is the poor effectiveness of charge removal when a
SR snubber is applied. To overcome this problem, we
propose to connect a resistor Rs in parallel with the SR
(Fig.5). The objective of this modification is to provide a
controlled conduction path to the reverse recovery current
to help remove the junction's charge. By this, one can
improve the recovery time at the expense of some
increase in overall losses. However, when considering the
question of overall losses one has to take into account
both the diode and SR losses. To examine this interaction
we have developed a PSPICE compatible equivalent
circuit that includes a reverse recovery model of the diode
and power loss emulators for all relevant components
including the SR.
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Fig. 5. The proposed improved SR snubber.

III. PSPICE MODEL OF DIODE REVERSE
RECOVERY

The SPICE simulation model was based on the diode
charge control model presented in [3 -4] and discussed in
[5]. The diode model is completely described by the

following equations:

B

Fig.3. The rectangular hysteresis loop B(H) of a
saturable reactor.

(4)

(5)

V(3)-V(4) ~I(Gill = TM + Iso (exp ( VT ) -1)

~EE = Ist (exp ( 2TM ) -1)

Ym TM tEM = ( TM -I(V sense» ~

Ectq = V(4)

(6)

(7)

Fig.4. Reverse recovery time 'trr and power losses EI:
as a function of the SR inductance Ls.

where:
GD is a behavioral current source that represents the diode
current i(t) -(eq. 4)
EE, EM, Edq are behavioral voltage sources

o=~+ ~- qE -qM (2)
dt 't TM

v~ = Is't[exp(~ -I] (3)

where:
i(t) is the diode cUITent
~ is the injected charge level at the junction

~ is the total forward bias injection charge (the total

storage charge)
TM is the approximate diffusion transit time

't is the lifetime
Is is the diode saturation current constant for real diode

v is the diode junction voltage

VT is the thermal voltage, VT = tl

~
T is the temperature (in Kelvin)
qe is the electron charge

k is the Boltzman's constant
Iso is the ideal diode saturation cUITent constant

The equivalent circuit of Fig. 6 emulates the physical
behavior of the diode by representing in PSPICE syntax
the charge control relationships (I -3):
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EE represents ~ at the junction -(eq. 5)

EM expresses ~ -(eq. 6)
Edq is a replica of ~, Edq= V(4) = value(qW -(eq. 7)

.d~ d(V(5)) <1{YffilCdq IS used to generate T' I(V sense) = dl = dl

-~
-dl
V sense is a voltage source of OV used to sense the current

needed for the evaluation of ~

V(I,2) represents the diode junction voltage v
RE, RM, Rdq are large resistors needed to comply with

SPICE netlist rules
Rs is a small resistor to help convergence

-

Fig.7 .An equivalent circuit of the turn off of auxiliary
switch for PSPICE Simulation purpose.

EDiode = fI(V sense) [V(3)- V(4)]dt

'tu

(8)

ERg = fRsI2(RS)dt

'tu

E Lg 12(Lg)
Lg= 2

(9)

(10)

Fig.6. PSPICE model of diode reverse recovery per
equations (4- 7) which are based on (I -3). The integration process can be emulated in SPICE

simulation by charging a capacitor by a dependent current
source. The tolallosses per reverse recovery cycle
(ETotaO:IV. PSPICE EQUIV ALENT CIRCUIT

ETotal = EDiode + ERg + ELgThe equivalent circuit of Fig.7 was used to explore by
simulation the effect of a SR on the reverse recovery
process and the possible benefits of the Rs path. 10 is the
forward current, v supply. Lr, Ls" Rs and D are the basic
components of the reverse recovery circuit, D 1 and D2 are
ideal diodes that separate the forward from the reverse
currents and provide a conduction path to the current of
Ls after the conduction of diode D drops to zero (at the
end of the reverse recovery period). Rr, R, Rl and R2 are
large resistors to prevent convergence problems.

(11)

can be estimated by evaluating the charge drawn from the
equivalent voltage source that represents the output
voltage. The energy dissipated per reverse recovery cycle
is thus equal to:

ETotal = fV(l) I(Vsense)dt

'trr
(12)

v. LOSS EMULATION
where V(l) is the output voltage and I(V sense) is the
reverse recovery current of the diode.

Fig.8 is the equivalent circuit that was applied to
estimate by si.mulation the total reverse recovery losses.
The dependent source G(Total) is a behavioral current
source that calculates the expression V(I)I(Vsense).
Diodes Dl and D2 are used to separate the forward and
reverse currents, so that C integrates only the reverse

n n. -1 '"'-

Examination of the equivalent circuit of Fig. 7 reveals
that the reverse recovery losses are divided among D
(EDiode). Rs (ERs) and energy accumulated in the
saturable reactor ELs (this energy iseventually dissipated
as heat). The losses can be calculated by the following
~..-~~~~.~--.



improve convergence. Fig.9 illustrates typical PSPICE
simulation results of the losses.

where:
A -cross section of the core
N -number of turns

The whole loss EL is the sum of the total and the core
losses
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EL = Etotal + Ecore (17)
1

:c ;=R

GTOTAL ~ VI. SIMULA 110N AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A typical simulation result of a reverse recovery
process is depicted in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12
represents an experimental data. According to
experimental results the parallel resistor RS improves the
reverse recovery current shapes as well as reduce volt-sec.
and thus hysteresis losses in saturable reactor. In general,
the simulation results were found to be in a good
.agreement with expcrimental data except for the no SR
case (Fig. 13) .In that case the experimental circuit
included parasitic oscillation due to stray capacitance that
were not included in the simulation.

-

Fig.8. The PSPICE equivalent circuit used to emulate
the total losses E~. G(Total) is depended current
source. IG(Total) = I(Vsense)V(I) (see Fig. 7

for notations).

Fig.9. Results of a typical PSPICE Simulation for
calculating the loss components (Ediode. Etotal.

ERs).

An additional source of losses are the hysteresis losses
of the SR (Pcore). These were estimated for a

METGLAS Alloy (Allied-Signal Inc.) by the

experimental equation [6]:

Fig.10. Reverse recovery current simulation
waveforms. Without saturable reactor Ls -(1).
With saturable reactor Ls -(2). With SR in
parallel with resistor Rs = 500 Ohm -(3).Pcore = 9.93.10-6frrl.57B 1.7 9 .[Watt]

(13)

where:

frr -equivalent reverse recovery frequency

(14)

B -flux density in Testa
9 -weight in kg
Total core loss (in Joules) is therefore:

Fig.ll. Experimental data of the current through Lr
{lower trace) and the voltage across the auxiliary
switch Q2 (upper trace) ( See Fig. 1) with SR
only. Vertical scale: 80 V/div; 1 A/div.
Horizontal scale .5 ~/div.

(16)

The flux density can be estimated by integrating the
voltage across the inductor VLs



selected. In particular .the parallel resistor can prevent
overheating of the SR at high switching frequencies
while still maintaining the desirable effects of the SR.
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58Fig.12. Experimental data of the current through Lr
(lower trace) and the voltage across the auxiliary
switch Q2 (upper trace) ( See Fig. 1) with SR
and parallel resistor RS. Vertical scale: 80
V/div; 1 Ndiv. Horizontal scale 0.5 ~/div.

Lo s=O. 75mH
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Fig.14. Energy losses EI: versus Rs for different Ls.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The simulation study was used to generate
performance plots similar to Fig. 14 for various snubber
designs. The whole energy losses were counted according
to (8)-(17) for different LS. The results of the simulation,
which were supported by experimental data, suggest that
the parallel resistor (Rs) could be beneficial if properly
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